Audi 2002 a6

The A6 is a worthy competitor in the luxury sedan class, particularly if you're more into a
comfortable, luxurious ride than a sporty one. Several flavors of the A6 are available for A new
standard 3. Audi's quattro all-wheel-drive system is optional on the 3. This system constantly
monitors the grip at all four tires. When one of them starts to lose traction, the quattro system
automatically applies power to the tires with the most adhesion to the road surface. The A6 2.
Audi has used two small turbos rather than one large one to make the engine more responsive.
In a nice tip of the hat to enthusiasts, the 2. A five-speed Tiptronic-controlled automatic
transmission is a no-cost option. The Audi A6 4. The 4. Beyond the engine, the 4. All A6 models
feature a sublime interior that is one of the best in its class. Audi greets drivers with a generous
amount of supple materials and features. As a bonus, A6 buyers can choose from three
different types of interiors. The atmospheres -- Ambition, Ambiente and Advance -- differ in their
use of texture and appearance of the seat upholstery, and the color and type of genuine wood
and aluminum trim. New for is a standard in-dash six-disc changer. The A6's styling is
unmistakably Audi, with a swept greenhouse and muscular fenders. The Avant station wagon is
a good fit for this silhouette, and offers So why did you need that SUV? The A6 is an enticing
choice in the hotly contested luxury sedan class. If you're looking for a wagon, the A6 Avant
should serve nicely. Our personal favorite is the A6 2. This version offers better acceleration
than the 3. It also doesn't cost much more than the 3. Pundits have regularly proclaimed Audi's
A6 2. Possessed of graceful design, excellent road-holding and a comfortable cabin, it has been
consistently let down by a base engine lacking in torque. Said engine has been, until , a 2. It has
double overhead cams and five valves per cylinder to maximize efficiency. Nonetheless, its
oomph pound-feet at 3, rpm has always felt inferior, ranking near the tail end of the luxury
sedan class in thrills per mile. To help rectify this situation, Audi recently added new engines to
the A6's coterie, namely a turbocharged horse 2. Both generously solved the A6's power deficit,
albeit for a serious wad of cash, but also served to amplify the power deficit of the base engine.
Audi obviously got the message, because for the base engine benefits from an extra 20 ponies
thanks to an increase in displacement to 3. Maximum torque is marginally increased to lb-ft,
peaking as before at 3, rpm. Audi claims that the new car is nearly a second faster to 60 mph
than the old 2. On the road, the A6 still doesn't feel quite as fast as its primary competition, at
least when saddled with quattro all-wheel drive and the standard five-speed Tiptronic
automanual transmission. Nonetheless, the 3. The A6 3. While trying to accelerate the previous
2. Adding to its power advantage is that in completely redesigning the engine, Audi's engineers
cast the new block in aluminum, saving some 44 pounds of unwanted weight. While they were
at it, they slipped a balancer shaft into the V6, to better quell vibration caused by its unusual
degree V layout. Audi says that increasing the displacement by lengthening the stroke rather
than adding larger pistons made it crucial to add the balance shaft. And indeed, the new motor
is admirably vibration-free, though no degree V6 is ever going to match BMW's inline six for
smoothness. As worthwhile as the new engine is to the A6's performance, it pales in
comparison to its new multitronic transmission. Multitronic is one of the new continuously
variable transmissions CVTs that promise to render the current crop of automatics obsolete.
The Audi's tranny uses a set of pulleys and a "belt" Audi's system actually uses a linked chain
to offer an almost infinite number of ratios, completely eliminating internal gears. Multitronic's
feel has been tailored for easy acceptance by North American drivers without compromising the
CVT's advances in efficiency. When accelerating, traditional CVTs immediately increase rpm to
a steady point and then increase speed by continuously varying their gear ratios. Because the
engine's rpm is held close to its torque peak, a CVT is actually more efficient than a manual
transmission. Indeed, Audi says that an A6 3. The downside is that since the motor is held at a
constant rpm, there's less sensation of acceleration, something, says Audi, which has
prevented universal acclaim for CVTs amongst focus groups that have tested the cars. Audi
gets around the problem by engineering in a few attributes of a traditional automatic. Key is
that, unlike a pure CVT, Audi's multitronic system increases engine rpm as speed increases,
only there's no sensation of the gears shifting. Another feature engineered with the goal of
consumer acceptance is "creep. Because they were adamant about gaining acceptance in our
conservative market, Audi's engineers actually built some "creep" into the multitronic CVT so
that it would feel more like a normal automatic. Whatever the compromises made in the name of
addressing the conservative tastes of the American consumer, the multitronic transmission is
an absolute revelation, indeed, a revolution. For example, an A6 3. It even feels sportier,
responding to matting of the throttle with an almost immediate increase in rpm and
instantaneous acceleration. And because a CVT can offer a much wider spread of "gears" than
a regular transmission, the multitronic's top ratio is much taller, revving the engine 1, rpm at 60
mph compared with the manual version's 2, rpm. That's why the multitronic gets better fuel
economy than the manual. It also means the multitronic-equipped A6 feels much smoother and

is significantly quieter at cruising speeds. Since there are no gears, there are no harsh shifts. It
also "kicks down" more quickly for better acceleration. Most of all, it feels "normal," which
means it's likely to gain mainstream acceptance. The only bummer is that enthusiast drivers
can't choose their own gears, but who needs that when multitronic runs quicker than a true
manual gearbox? In fact, the only downside to the multitronic CVT is that, for the foreseeable
future, it's only available on the front-wheel-drive A6 multitronic will also be available on the
upcoming redesigned A4, but again only with front-wheel drive. Quattro versions of the A6 3. In
comparison to multitronic, Tiptronic feels crude and slow it's nearly 1 second slower to 60 mph.
Other changes to the A6 for include stiffer dampers and additional aluminum suspension
components. Despite these modifications, the A6 3. Those looking for better road-holding will
find it in the form of the A6 2. There's also revised steering that gives the A6 3. Slight
modifications have been made to the front fascia and different lighting clusters debut, front and
rear. But differences in appearance are slight. Inside, altered color schemes and different
leather are available as well as new gauges with aluminum accents. Thicker side windows with
better seals reduce wind noise. Which brings us to the radio. Not that it has more power. Or
even better sound reproduction. Nope, Audi has made an improvement of far greater
importance. It has finally rid the center console of the daunting array of buttons that have
confused thousands before and sometimes even after they waded through countless pages of
the owner's manual. Now fewer buttons and improved ergonomics make the new radio one of
the A6's most significant improvements. For years, Audi's claim to excellence has, deservedly,
been its groundbreaking quattro AWD system. For , there's another advantage to owning an
Audi and a good reason to opt for the formerly inferior front-drive A6, other than price. It's
called CVT. The Used Audi A6 Wagon is offered in the following styles: 3. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi A6
Wagon. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Audi
lease specials Check out Audi A6 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Non-linear steering,
questionable exterior styling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the A6 for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to
know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The A6 gets a new
horsepower 3. A continuously variable transmission CVT is available on front-wheel-drive
models with this engine. Other mechanical changes this year include stronger brakes, an
improved stability control system and BrakeAssist. OnStar telematics makes its way onto the
options list, and you'll be pleased to find a standard six-disc changer in the dashboard. Styling
in and around the car, such as the head and taillamps, is slightly modified and new interior and
exterior colors expand your choices. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I love the
styling, the power, the handling Would you ever shift into 5th at 25 mph? This car does. It's
either bogged down or revved up around corners - a little frightening. Love the trip-tronic, but
hubby doesnt' do that. You'd better have a garage, cause this baby doesn't like New England
winters - it whines and groans. And the wiper blades! Gimme my old Volvo AWD! Ok, so I'll miss
the handling Read less. In it's first 20, miles the car has been flawless. No rattles, squeaks or
glitches. The hp V6 is peppier than expected but I wish they would make the wagon with a
manual transmission, and ideally the hp bi-turbo but without the all-road lift kit. I bought my 2.
In the first 36 months, it worked fine. I had heard this kind of case before I bought the car, but I
didn't pay much attention. Be careful, this car could cost you much more than you expected.
See all reviews of the Used Audi A6 Wagon. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See
full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the A6. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the

world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

